
Monday 22nd June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use the –est suffix ending 
in a narrative.



hot

hott

We add two ts
for hottest.



?

healthy strong fit

soft proud pretty



If an adjective ends in ‘y’ for example, funny, 
take the ‘y’ off and add ‘iest’.

funny-> funniest

If the adjective ends in a t, we usually add 
another t before the est
Fit -> fittest



You will continue writing a story about your sea 
creature who goes on an adventure with another 
sea creature, similarly to ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’. Read the example on the next page. When 
you see an adjective with an ‘est’ suffix, underline 
it. 



A common bottlenose dolphin came one night, when the tide was the 
highest and the stars were the brightest. The dolphin had the silkiest, 
smoothest body, the salmon had ever seen and it was immensely long. It 
sang to the little salmon a wonderful song of shimmering ice and coral caves 
and shooting stars and enormous waves. The common bottlenose dolphin 
held out his tail from the starlit sea and said to the salmon, ‘Come sail with 
me through the prettiest sea.’ The salmon was the happiest he had ever 
been.

So off the little salmon and the dolphin went. The sea was wild and free. It 
carried the pair to towering ice bergs and far off lands, with fiery mountains 
and golden sands. They saw some of the biggest waves that arched, crashed, 
foamed and frolicked. They sprayed and splashed, while the tiny salmon sat 
on the tail of the dolphin. 



Now it’s your turn to continue writing your 
narrative. Use the success criteria and the word 
mats to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include five adjectives with ‘est’ suffixes.

• Include verbs with ‘ed’ suffixes such as ‘crashed’ and ‘foamed’.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



common bottlenose dolphin       came        one      night     tide        
highest  brightest           silkiest smoothest        body      salmon      
immensely          little      wonderful      shimmering ice     coral caves 
enormous      starlit sea   through      prettiest      happiest

wild      carried     towering         bergs      fiery      mountains       golden 
biggest           arched         crashed         foamed      frolicked       sprayed 
splashed      while



Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct ‘est’ adjectives.

The dolphin had the_______ body.
The sea was the _______ at nighttime.
They were the _______ waves they had seen.
The stars were the _______ that night.
The dolphin jumped the _______ .
The salmon was the _______ he had been.

Happiest   smoothest   prettiest    highest   brightest   biggest



Tuesday 23rd June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use exclamations in a 
narrative.



This is an exclamation mark. Use 
exclamation marks to:

• show surprise;

• Show excitement;

• show shouting.



An exclamation sentence is used when someone is surprised. It always 

starts with ‘How’ or ‘What’ and contains a verb and a noun.

So, what is an exclamation sentence?

How kind you are!

What a 

great footballer you 

are!



These still start with ‘How’ or ‘What’ but have no verb.

You can have exclamations
that aren’t sentences.

How lovely!What fun!



Use it for shouting.

Be quiet!Eat your tea!

Sit Down!Come here!

Go away!

It makes it sound like someone is shouting.



Use it for surprise or excitement.

I love it!Wow!

Brilliant!Summer holidays!

Oops!



Custard is my favourite dessert

What a lovely pie that is

Somebody please help me

Thank you very much for coming

We are going on holiday

Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome, Little Mix

Which sentences requires an exclamation 
mark and which sentences require a full stop?



You will continue writing a story about your sea 
creature who goes on an adventure with another 
sea creature, similarly to ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’. Read the example on the next page. 
When you see an exclamation, draw it with your 
finger in the air. 



There were caves beneath the waves. The salmon and the dolphin were 

surrounded by stripy fish with feathery fins and sharks with hideous toothy 

grins. How scary! Above the dolphin with the salmon on it’s tail was the sky 

so vast and high. What a big, beautiful sky! Sometimes it was sunny, blue 

and warm. But sometimes it was filled with a thunderstorm with flashes of zig 

zag lightening. 

‘Aaaaaaah!’ shouted the salmon who was frightened. 

‘It’s okay, Salmon, I’ve got you.’ said the caring dolphin.

The tiny salmon gazed at the sky, the sea, the land, the waves, the caves 

and the golden beaches. He was amazed by it all. 

‘I love it!’ he cried. He said to the dolphin, ‘What a dream come true!’ 



Now it’s your turn to continue writing your 
narrative. Use the success criteria and the word 
mats to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include five exclamation sentences.

• Include adjectives with the suffix ‘est’ ending.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



caves     beneath     waves     salmon     dolphin        surrounded        stripy 

feathery        sharks           hideous         toothy        How scary!           Above 

vast        high beautiful        Sometimes        warm    thunderstorm 

flashes      lightening 

‘Aaaaaaah!’ shouted               frightened. 

caring    gazed     golden           beaches. amazed

love cried      dream true





Wednesday 24th June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use the –er suffix ending 
in a narrative.





The suffix ‘er’ can be added to a verb to make 
it a noun.

Sally plays for her local rounders team. She is a 
brilliant catcher.

catch -> catcher 















You will continue writing a story about your sea 
creature who goes on an adventure with another 
sea creature, similarly to ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’. Read the example on the next page. 

What do you the words in red have in common?



But then came the day the dolphin could not be a good swimmer. Speed boats ran 
a race zigging and zooming all over the place. One boat owner upset the dolphin, as 
she revved her engine, until it made an ear-splitting, ‘Roar!’. The racer made the 
dolphin swim too close to the shore. The tide slipped away and the dolphin lay 
beached in a bay.

‘Quick! Off the sand! Back to the sea!’ cried the salmon.

‘I can’t move on land. I need water,’ moaned the dolphin.

The salmon rested and thought of a plan. Then he cried, ‘I will be your helper!’

He started to jump and flap on the sand. 

‘We need to find a fisher or a sea creature hunter,’ said the salmon.

‘I must not fail,’ said the tiny salmon. There was a bell on a school in the bay ringing 
the children in from the play. 



Now it’s your turn to continue writing your 
narrative. Use the success criteria and the word 
mats to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include four nouns with the –er suffix ending.

• Include three exclamation sentences.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



came      dolphin       could     swimmer         boats    zigging      zooming    
place One     owner revved        engine ear-splitting ‘Roar!’      
racer shore     tide      slipped         beached     ‘Quick!     cried    salmon

can’t    water    moaned     rested     thought      cried      helper

fisher creature      hunter      school      children



Most Accessible Challenge

Fill in the gaps with the correct noun.

The dolphin was a good ________.
The ______ of the boat loved to sail.
The salmon was a good ________.
The salmon looked for a ________.
The ________ drove really fast.
They looked for a ________.

racer        swimmer         owner       helper        hunter      fisher



Thursday 25th June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To use spaces of a good size 
between my words.



Finger Spaces

Finger spaces refer to the amount of space that needs 
to be left between words so that they can be read as 
individual words with meanings.

Thatboy

That boy



Starter 
Rewrite these sentences with finger spaces in the 
correct places.

• I mustnot fail,’ saidthe tinysnail. 
• Therewas a bell on aschool in thebay. 
• Itrang thechildren in fromplay. 
• Ateacher yelled‘Sit straight! Don’ttalk!’.



You will continue writing a story about your sea 
creature who goes on an adventure with another 
sea creature, similarly to ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’. Read the example on the next page. 



Children ran up to the barred playground gate and could see the little salmon 
flapping and jumping on the sand.
‘That salmon needs saving!’ one of the children shouted.
‘Oh look, there’s a bottlenose dolphin!’ yelled another.
Soon the teacher was calling the local fisherwoman. After that, a group of 
fishers came to the beach with buckets of water and a gigantic net. The 
dolphin’s heart beat as hard as a drum. He was worried that he might be 
captured by the fishers. 

They lay the net on the sand and rolled the dolphin and the little salmon 
onto it. The school children stared through the school gates. Then, a 
fisherman in a boat sailed to the shore and attached the net to the hook at 
the top of the boats flagpole.



Now it’s your turn to continue writing your 
narrative. Use the success criteria and the word 
mats to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Ensure you use your finger to make spaces between your words. They 
must not be too big or too small.

• Include four verbs with the ‘ed’ suffix.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



Children     barred     playground     could     little salmon     saving   one 
shouted

there’s     bottlenose     dolphin    yelled      another

teacher        calling    local        fisherwoman          After    group      
fishers came  beach     buckets      water      gigantic      heart      drum    
worried might     captured 

rolled      school     stared      through     school     gates     fisherman 
sailed     shore     attached     hook  flagpole



Most Accessible Challenge

Copy the sentences, making sure you include finger spaces in the correct 
places.  

Soon theteacher was calling the fisherwoman. 

A group of fishers cameto the beach. 

Theyhad buckets of water and a net. 

The dolphin’s heart beat ashard as a drum. 

He wasworried that he might be captured by the fishers.

They lay thenet on the sand. 



Friday 26th June 2020

Year 1 English Lesson

LO: To the prefix ‘un’ in a 
narrative.



‘un’ is a prefix which means ‘not’. A prefix is a 
few letters that can go at the beginning of a 
root word. For example

un + happy = unhappy which means not 
happy.



true

usualcover

untrueunusualunpleasantuncover

un-

well

untrue

uncover

unusual

unwell

This is the un- machine! When the 
words go through the machine, it 
adds un- to the beginning of the 
word. 



un-

clean

real
plug

knot

This is the un- machine! When 

the words go through the 

machine, it adds un- to the 

beginning of the word. 

Now write what each 

word will become.

pleasant

lucky



You will continue writing a story about your sea 
creature who goes on an adventure with another 
sea creature, similarly to ‘The Snail and the 
Whale’. Read the example on the next page. 

When you see a word with the prefix ‘un’, 
underline it.



The hook hoisted the unwell dolphin and the salmon who was unable 
to survive for much longer on land. When the two sea creatures hung 
in the air, the boat sailed out into the sea. The dolphin felt unsafe 
because he didn’t know where they were going. The salmon was 
unafraid. But, it was unbelievable! It looked like they had been rescued. 
In the middle of the ocean, the boat unhooked the net and opened it 
into the sea. The dolphin and the sea were free. The pair of sea 
creatures sailed safely away until they got home.  



Now it’s your turn to continue writing your 
narrative. Use the success criteria and the word 
mats to help you.



Success Criteria

• Capital letters at the beginning of sentences and for names of people, 
places, days and months.

• Full stops at the end of sentences.

• Finger spaces between words.

• Include five words with the ‘un’ prefix.

• Include adjectives with the suffix ‘est’ ending.

• Black –everyone must do.

• Red- trickiest challenge.



hook     hoisted      unwell      dolphin     salmon    unable     survive 
longer      two creatures     boat     sailed      dolphin     unsafe     
because    didn’t    know     where     unbelievable      rescued     unafraid  
middle       ocean     unhooked      opened     sailed     safely       until      
home  





Most Accessible Challenge

Choose the correct words to fill in the gaps.

The dolphin felt ________ because he didn’t know where they 
were going.
It was _________ that  they were being rescued.
The salmon was ________ to survive for long without water. 
The salmon was _______ of the fishers. 
The dolphin became _______ being out of the water.
The race boats were ________ to the sea creatures. 

Unsafe     unfair       unbelievable        unwell       unable   
unafraid


